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* **Creating and manipulating raster images:** The image creation and alteration tools create and manipulate raster images. In other words, Photoshop can create text, shapes, and color — that is, it can create a virtual canvas upon which you build up a picture. And if you add a layer, you can alter the image and
apply a second layer on top of the original layer (called a transparency layer) that lets you see through the original and see the second layer that contains the alterations. * **Adjusting color and lighting:** Photoshop enables you to adjust colors in a picture for a variety of reasons: to correct color flaws, bring out a
certain color, or to mix two or more colors. Photoshop lets you use both the eyedropper and the color-sphere tools for this process. * **Manipulating text:** The text-editing tools let you do all kinds of fun things, such as type, chop, trim, rotate, resize, and distort the text. In addition, you can add and remove text with
the text tools, and you can use the Type tool to create text. * **Selecting and manipulating objects:** You can select any object in the image and then move and alter it in a number of ways. You can select an object by using the magic wand or its equivalent (the lasso tool or the grab tool) or by choosing object-
selection commands such as Select Layer, Select All, Edit Objects, Copy, Cut, and Paste. Here are more elements of the Photoshop program and how to use them to enhance images: * **Edit modes:** The color and black-and-white edit modes enable you to change the colors in the picture and then immediately apply
those changes to the selection of all the layers in the image. You can use this technique to achieve a quick stylistic result. I use it frequently to remove all the red in an image to achieve a more neutrally colored image. * **Adjustments:** Photoshop enables you to adjust the brightness, contrast, and saturation of an
image. You can apply these adjustments to a whole image or to a single layer by using the levels adjustment. You can also choose other options, including Curves, Hue/Saturation, Shadows/Highlights, and Blending Modes. * **Effects:** Photoshop enables you to add both filters and photo effects. The filter effects
include adjustments such as sharpen, blur, sepia
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Pros Able to create work-ready files. An easy-to-use interface. Compatible with macOS, iOS and Android devices. Cons Does not have the same capabilities as the professional version. Does not have a direct equivalent for the professional version. 1. Design Editing You can use Photoshop Elements to edit or create
graphics, including logos and business cards, flyers, posters, banners, and other types of graphics. You can select the type of graphics you want to create and edit them in the same way you would edit a photo or another graphics file. To open a graphics file: Open the graphics file. 2. High-Quality Images Elements
has a built-in image editor, which can be used to create and edit photos and graphics. The interface is easy to navigate, and you can also add text and edit existing text to create logos, flyers, business cards and other design projects. You can import images from a compatible device, including an Android or iOS
smartphone. To import an image: Locate the image on the device. Open the file in Elements. 3. Videos You can use Photoshop Elements to create videos for recording and streaming. You can add music, filters and effects, and adjust the video resolution. You can also import images and add text. To create a video:
Open the video file. 4. Web Design You can use Photoshop Elements to create web designs. You can edit and correct color, add shadows, sharpness and other image effects, and add text. You can resize and rotate the image. Import images or layers and add photo frames to the file. 5. Family History You can create a
family history project using images, text and audio. It is a good way to create a family tree, creating family albums, or adding a family history to existing family photos. You can add a text box, photo and image to the project. To create a family history project: Select an album from the Family History tab. Add photos,
documents and other images to the image box. 6. Edit Photos You can use Photoshop Elements to edit and enhance photos. You can correct color, adjust the exposure, add a vignette, crop the image, rotate and zoom the 388ed7b0c7
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2. Pen Tool The Pen Tool lets you make precise curves and lines, such as outlines, fill patterns, or lettering. You can also edit paths, shapes, and merge paths. Some features, such as paths and the Pen Tool, are only available in the Adobe Illustrator program. However, you can use the Pen Tool in Photoshop to create
shapes, such as circles or rectangles, and fill them with color or paint. You can also use path settings, the Direct Selection tool, and the Polygonal Lasso tools to create paths. The Pen Tool is also used to create halftones for editing photos and to make selections for moving an object to a different place in an image. 3.
Gradient Tool The Gradient tool lets you make gradients for color, shape, and line effects. With the Gradient tool, you can create a brush, a gradient mask, or a layer with fill effects. You can use the Gradient tool to create a gradient from one color to another, from a shadow to the background, or from one to another
shade of the same color. You can also combine multiple gradient tools, apply their color transitions, control how the transition affects overlapping tools, and control how tool thickness is affected by the tool's angle. 4. Eraser Tool The Eraser Tool lets you remove pixels from images. This tool is useful for erasing flaws
or blemishes, such as dust or scuff marks, that you find distracting. You can use the Eraser tool to remove objects or areas of an image. For example, if you don't like the contours in an image, you can use the Eraser tool to remove them. To enhance images, you can use the Eraser tool to remove blemishes, such as
the layer of a fax or the shadows of a magazine advertisement. 5. Magnetic Lasso Tool The Magnetic Lasso tool lets you make digital selections by holding your mouse over an object and drawing a rectangular selection around it. You can then use the tool to draw around objects, such as areas of the image that you
want to move, copy, or delete. You can also use the Magnetic Lasso tool to draw freehand selections of any shape, and then fill or paint with that shape. You can use the Magnetic Lasso tool to make selections
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Hood University - Warning Hood University - Warning: This is a bit long and you may want to bookmark this page to read it later. If you don't want to read it, you can just close this page. I would recommend not reading it if you're worried about spoilers from the latest movie, but if you can handle it, I recommend
finishing reading it. Description Given by Mabel, after a strange event occurred while Bonnie and Clyde were running from the law. Reminisces She tells Mabel what happened. It was weird. She saw a hood in the forest. A hood from school! And then she got to thinking: if he’s from school, then maybe he’s a student
here! And then she and Clyde did what they did best! They ran. It was two weeks until the end of the year, so the Dean declared that all students would still pass. But everyone would receive a “W” instead. Also, the “W” stands for “warning”. It was ordered by the Dean, probably because of that hood. Only the
students who don’t belong to any gangs or cults will receive the regular grade. Also, the Dean said that the school would have an “end of the year” ceremony. The Dean didn’t tell the students about it, but of course Bonnie and Clyde knew about it because they’re teenagers, and they know everything! The first day
of the summer break, Mabel and Bonnie invite everyone to leave with them after the graduation ceremony. Of course, Bonnie gets in a car accident and starts bleeding from the head. Meanwhile, Bonnie's sister, Clyde, visits her at the hospital. After she explains what she saw, Clyde says it’s probably a car accident,
but Bonnie says she didn’t just drive her car off the road. She started fighting with someone when she got into the car.Q: What's the benefit of dictionaries in OOP? In Java, we have getters and setters, which allow to access an attribute dynamically. From my point of view, we can also do it with getters and setters in
a class. For example: public class Employee { private int id; private String name; private int getId
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